Final Demo
[10 minutes]

Wednesday      May  6:  Teams:  2, 8, 6, 1
Friday         May  8:  Teams:  7, 4, 3, 5

You will need to have a power point with four slides only.
  • **First slide:** the title of the project and the group members
  • **Second Slide:** important assumptions relates to the final demo
  • **Third Slide:** teamwork experience, what helps, what not going great?
  • **Fourth Slide:** What do you think of Software Engineering approach? Or your understanding about Software Engineering approach?

Demo the following:

1. The admin sets up two events: a and b as listed below:
   a. Spring Appreciation 1: May 10, Omni Center Banquet RoomA, 9:00am to 10:00am, needs 1 volunteer
   b. Spring Appreciation 2: May 10, Omni Center Banquet RoomB, 9:00am to 10:00am, needs 2 volunteers
2. Jane Doe volunteers for events a and b
3. Anni Anderson volunteers for events a and b
4. Josh Johnson donate $100 for the event a and $500 for the organization
5. Admin views all the events and volunteers in the organization
6. Admin cancels the event b
7. Admin “deletes” Anni Anderson’s account
8. Admin’s summary report for Anni Anderson’s volunteer hours and donations if any
9. Show your integrated user manual or help